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Ion interaction with matter plays an important role in the modern silicon based micro- and
nanoindustry. Ions accelerated to significant energies are able to penetrate into materials allow-
ing for controlled tailoring of the materials’ properties. However, it is extremely important to
understand the nature of these interactions, and computer modelling is by far the most suitable
technique for this purpose.

The models used in ion irradiation software are either based on the binary collision approximation
(BCA) or molecular dynamics (MD). The first mentioned is both the oldest and the most widely
used one. There are three reasons for this: the simple idea, the fast calculation speeds, and
the user-friendly graphical user interfaces distributed with the codes. However, there are still
some pitfalls in accuracy compared to MD. mdrange, an ion range MD code, developed at the
Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Helsinki, combines the accuracy of MD with the
speed of the BCA. If the tool is given a graphical user interface, it would become more appealing
to scientists not familiar with programming.

Different methods and techniques for calculating the penetration depths and ranges of kinetic ions
in solids are presented in this work. They are accompanied by an overview of the mathematics
allowing them to be as physically accurate as possible, over reasonable computation times. For
both BCA and MD, generally, the computationally most demanding part is the calculation of the
interactions between two or more particles. These interactions are handled through evaluation
of potential functions developed especially for different combinations of atoms.

The graphical user interface developed in this work is meant as a robust setup tool for use with
mdrange. The separation of parameters into different panels and the main functionality of the
different parts are presented in detail. It is possible to generate the three mandatory input files
(coords.in, elstop.in, and param.in) with the tool. Out of these three files, param.in is the
file in main focus when the application is used. In addition to the generation of the three files,
there are also functions included for investigating range calculation results in real time during
simulations.

During the last five decades, there has been a huge development of the simulation models intended
for ion irradiation processes. Even though BCA models excel in speed, they are not able to
compete with MD in simulating many-body interactions for atoms with kinetic energies lower
than 1 keV. mdrange was developed as a bridge between the two models to allow for faster
MD calculations, comparable to BCA calculations, while still taking into account the many-body
interactions for ions with lower speeds. With the graphical user interface, developed in this work,
it will become even more appealing to scientists not familiar with programming, but still in need
of an ion range calculation software.
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Samverkan mellan joner och materia spelar en viktig roll i den moderna kiselbaserade mikro-
och nanoindustrin. Joner, accelererade till märkbara energier, kan penetrera material och tillåter
kontrollerad anpassning av materialens egenskaper. Det är extremt viktigt att förstå karaktären
hos dessa interaktioner. Den överlägset mest användbara metoden är datorsimulering.

Modellerna som används i jonbestrålningsprogram är endera baserade på binärkollisionsapprox-
imationer (BCA, från engelskans Binary Collision Approximation) eller molekyldynamik (MD).
Den förstnämnda är den äldsta och mest använda metoden. Några av orsakerna till detta är: en
enkel idé, snabba beräkningshastigheter och de användarvänliga grafiska användargränssnitt som
medföljer programmen. Det finns ändå brister i noggrannheten jämfört med MD. mdrange, ett
MD-program för beräkning av jonräckvidder, utvecklat vid Acceleratorlaboratoriet vid Helsing-
fors universitet, kombinerar noggrannheten från MD med hastigheten från BCA. Genom att ge
verktyget ett grafiskt användargränssnitt kan det bli mer attraktivt för forskare utan tidigare
programmeringserfarenheter.

I detta arbete presenteras olika metoder och tekniker för beräkning av kinetiska joners genom-
trängningsförmåga i fasta material tillsammans med en överblick av de matematiska modeller som
tillåter fysikaliskt korrekta beräkningar inom rimliga tidsramar. Generellt sett, för både BCA och
MD, är den mest krävande delen av simulationerna beräkningen av interaktionen mellan två eller
flera atomer. De här interaktionerna beräknas genom evaluering av potentialfunktioner specifikt
anpassade för kombinationer av vissa atomtyper.

Det grafiska användargränssnittet som jag utvecklat och presenterar här är avsett som ett ro-
bust hjälpredskap vid användningen av mdrange. De olika parametrarna har blivit uppdelade i
skilda paneler och huvudfunktionaliteten för de olika delarna presenteras i detalj. Det är möjligt
att generera åtminstone de tre obligatoriska filerna coords.in, elstop.in och param.in med
verktyget. Fokus är främst ställt på param.in vid användningen av programmet. Förutom gene-
reringen av de tre nämnda filerna finns det även verktyg för att undersöka simulationsresultaten
i realtid under simuleringarna.

Under de senaste fem årtiondena har det skett en enorm utveckling av simulationsmodeller äm-
nade för jonbestrålningsprocesser. Även om BCA-modellerna är överlägsna i beräkningshastighet,
kan de inte tävla med MD-modellerna i beräkning av mångkroppsinteraktioner för atomer med
kinetiska energier under 1 keV. mdrange utvecklades för att göra MD-simuleringarna jämför-
bara med BCA i hastighet utan att gå miste om mångkroppsinteraktionerna för långsammare
joner. Med det grafiska användargränssnittet som jag utvecklat kommer programmet att bli ännu
mera attraktivt för forskare i behov av beräkningsprogram för jonräckvidder, utan att sjäva vara
införstådda med programmering.
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Ionien ja aineen interaktiolla on erittäin suuri merkitys tämän päivän piihin perustuvassa mikro-
ja nanoteollisuudessa. Ionit, joiden energiat on kiihdytetty huomattavan suuriksi, voivat penet-
roida aineen ja sallia aineen ominaisuuksien kontrolloidun soveltamisen. On äärimmäisen tärkeää
ymmärtää näiden interaktioiden, ts. vuorovaikutusten, luonne. Käyttökelpoisin menetelmä tähän
tarkoitukseen on tietokonesimulaatio.

Ioinisäteilyohjelmissa käytettävät mallit perustuvat joko binääritörmäys-approksimaatioon (BCA,
Binary Collission Approximation) tai molekyylidynamiikkaan (MD). Ensin mainittu on sekä van-
hin että eniten käytössä oleva menetelmä. Tähän on mm. seuraavat syyt: yksinkertainen idea,
suuret laskentanopeudet ja ohjelmien mukana tuleva käyttäjäystävällinen graafinen käyttöliit-
tymä. BCA-ohjelmissa on kuitenkin tarkkuuspuutteita verrattuna MD:han. mdrange, joka on
Helsingin yliopiston kiihdytinlaboratoriossa kehitetty MD-ohjelma ionien kantaman laskemisek-
si, yhdistää MD:n tarkkuuden BCA:n nopeuteen. Kun tälle MD-työkalulle kehitetään graafinen
käyttöliittymä, voi siitä tulla paljon houkuttelevampi aiempaa ohjelmointikokemusta vailla ole-
ville tutkijoille.

Tässä työssä esitellään erilaisia menetelmiä ja tekniikoita kineettisten ionien penetraationopeu-
den laskemiseksi kiinteässä aineessa sekä yleiskatsaus sellaisista matemaattisista malleista, jotka
mahdollistavat fysikaalisesti oikeat laskelmat järkevissä laskemisajoissa. Yleisesti ottaen kaikkein
vaativin osa simuloinneissa sekä BCA:n että MD:n kohdalla, on kahden tai useamman atomin
vuorovaikutuksen laskeminen. Nämä vuorovaikutukset lasketaan arvioimalla potentiaalifunktioi-
ta, jotka on erityisesti sopeutettu eräille atomityyppien yhdistelmille.

Tässä työssä kehitetty graafinen käyttöliittymä on tarkoitettu laajaksi aputyökaluksi mdran-
gen käytössä. Eri parametrit on jaettu eri paneeleihin ja niiden pääasialliset toiminnot esitellään
yksityiskohtaisesti. Tällä työkalulla on mahdollista generoida ainakin seuraavat pakolliset kolme
tiedostoa: coords.in, elstop.in ja param.in. Näistä kolmesta tiedostosta param.in on käyttö-
liittymän pääkohde. Näiden kolmen mainitun tiedoston generoinnin lisäksi on myös sisällytetty
työkaluja simulointitulosten tutkimiselle reaaliajassa simulaatioiden aikana.

Viiden viimeisen vuosikymmenen aikana on tapahtunut valtavaa kehitystä simulointimalleissa,
jotka on tarkoitettu ionisäteilyprosessien tutkimiseen. Vaikka BCA-mallit ovat ylivoimaisia las-
kentanopeudeltaan, eivät ne voi kilpailla MD-mallien kanssa, kun lasketaan monen kappaleen
vuorovaikutuksia atomeille, joiden kineettiset energiat ovat alle 1 keV. mdrange on kehitet-
ty tekemään MD-simulaatiot vertailukelpoisiksi BCA:n kanssa nopeudessa, ilman, että monen
kappaleen vuorovaikutukset hitaampien ionien tapauksissa menetetään. Tässä työssä esitelty ke-
hittämäni graafinen käyttöliittymä tulee tekemään MD-ohjelmasta vielä suositumman sellaisten
tutkijoiden joukossa, jotka tarvitsevat ionien kantaman laskentaohjelmaa ilman että heidän tar-
vitsisi itse perehtyä ohjelmointiin.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the late 1960s, there has been a huge development in the field of computa-

tional physics. The development has accelerated in the same pace as the computers

have become faster and the memories larger. In the beginning, the systems were

limited to around 100 atoms, and the developers had to come up with clever so-

lutions to allow for the small systems to behave according to physics. Nowadays,

it is possible to simulate systems of millions of particles in reasonable short times,

but the challenge still lies in making the methods faster and more compliant with

real world physics. Some researchers dedicate their careers to develop potential

functions to be integrated into the models, and some develop the models using the

potentials.

To work with these kinds of applications, the need for user-friendly interfaces for

setting up the simulations, and handling the output is needed. A very common

way of handling the simulation input is through plain text editors (Notepad, Gedit,

VIM, Emacs, etc.) to edit the parameters directly, however, this is often very

erroneous and the user has to get familiar in depth with the simulation software to

be able to start even a simple simulation. A guiding setup tool will remove most

of the human caused errors, and for people not familiar with the command line, a

graphical user interface is almost mandatory. mdrange, the ion range calculation

software developed at the Accelerator laboratory at the University of Helsinki, is

no exception. It has a lot of customizable parameters, but most are fine to leave

at default values for the most simple simulations.

The first part of this thesis is a literature study, with focus on the general prin-

ciples of the binary collision approximation, BCA, as well as the basic algorithms
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of molecular dynamics, MD. Mathematical theories allowing for quicker and less

memory consuming calculations, many-body interactions, and energy dissipation

of moving ions are discussed. The functional principles of a couple of already ex-

isting programs, utilizing either BCA or MD, are presented. The second part is

dedicated to the development of a graphical user interface, allowing users of the

mdrange tool to setup their simulations, without the need of creating the input

files manually with a text editor or from the terminal.
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Chapter 2

Ion Penetration in Matter

When an energetic ion enters a material through the surface, it will start to interact

with the atoms in the material, first the surface atoms and then the bulk atoms.

The higher energy the ion has, the more damage it can produce [33, 34]. The

path it takes through the solid may differ remarkably based on the angle it hits

the surface, and to achieve physically correct penetration depths, mathematical

formulas describing the loss of energy has to be formulated properly and computed

within limited time frames.

In computer simulations of the material–ion interactions, it is not possible to take

every physical property into account, mainly because of the limitations of the

computer’s memory or the computational power of the processor. Different models

describing the properties of the system in question have to be developed and chosen

carefully [10, 55, 53, 40, 70]. The most popular ways of simulating ion movement in

matter, as physically correct as possible, are the Binary Collision Approximation

(BCA) (see chapter 3) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) (see chapter 4).

When the ion moves inside the material, it will interact differently at different

velocities, and the energy loss of the ion can be described through an equation

known as the Bethe-Bloch formula, determining the total linear stopping power

of the ionization processes caused by heavy charged particles. Depending on the

chosen model (BCA or MD), the interactions between the particles of the system is

handled differently. In this chapter, a more general way of calculating the slowing

down of the moving particles will be discussed.

3



2.1. STOPPING POWER

2.1 Stopping Power

The total linear stopping power, a measure of how much the different processes

influences the stopping of the moving charged particle, can be described with the

Bethe-Bloch formula:

S = −dE

dx
=

4πe4z2

m0v2
NB, (2.1)

where B is the Bethe constant with Barkas and Bloch corrections:

B ≡ Z

[
ln

(
2m0v

2

I

)
− ln

(
1− v2

c2

)
− v2

c2
− C

Z
− δ

2

]
, (2.2)

where e is the electronic charge, ze is the charge of the ion, m0 is the mass of

the electron, v is the velocity of the ion, N and Z are the number density and the

atomic number of the absorbing atoms. I describes the experimentally determined

average ionization and excitation potential of the material [90, 45]. The
C

Z
term is

the shell correction from the ion interactions with the electron orbits in the target

atoms, and is used to correct the assumption of ion velocity being much higher

than the electron velocities [89], and the
δ

2
term is the density effect from the

polarization effects of the target atoms [90]. In the simpler forms of the Bethe-

Bloch formula, the last two terms are left out (mainly because of the relatively

small correction they give) [45, 48] and B in equation 2.2 can be written as:

B ≡ Z

[
ln

(
2m0v

2

I

)
− ln

(
1− v2

c2

)
− v2

c2

]
(2.3)

The Barkas correction is used to modify the stopping power depicted by the Bethe-

Bloch formula when considering different charged states of the moving ion. Positive

ions tend to attract and negatively charged ions tend to repel the electrons of the

target atoms. Because of this, a small change in stopping power can be seen for

ions of the same element with different charges [90, 5]. However, the extra terms

may be necessary to properly account for the electronic stopping power for ions

having energies lower than 100 keV [76].

When considering ions moving with speeds much lower than the speed of light,
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2.1. STOPPING POWER

only the first term of B will be significant and a simpler form of the equation

describing the linear stopping power can be formulated:

S = −dE

dx
= Sn + Se + Sreactions, (2.4)

where Sn is the nuclear stopping power and is caused by the interatomic distances,

Se is the electronic stopping power and is caused by the interaction between the

charge of the travelling ion and the electrons of the target atoms, and Sreactions is

the nuclear reaction stopping power caused by nuclear reactions in the atom cores

when the moving ion has high enough energy to cause these kinds of processes [90,

73], and hence this term of the stopping power is usually discarded in simulation

software [55, 70, 10, 53]. Figure 2.1 shows arbitrary regimes where the different

parts of equation (2.4) occur. However, the energy loss of the ion due to nuclear

processes is usually accounted for in other processes than the stopping power [73],

and an even simpler formula for the stopping power can be used:

S = −dE

dx
= Sn + Se, (2.5)

where Sn and Se are the same as described in eq. (2.4).

There are several mathematical models to calculate the stopping power and the

version presented by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark, named ZBL, is currently the

most used in computational simulation software [93, 55, 53, 60, 95] for calculating

electronic stopping of the moving ion within a few percent accuracy [92].

5



2.1. STOPPING POWER

Log E

Lo
g
S

Sn Se Sreactions

Figure 2.1: Schematic image with arbitrary scales of the stopping powers,

showing how they relate to each other. At low kinetic energies the nuclear

stopping power is the most noticeable (the forces between the nucleons), when

moving upwards on the energy scale, the electronic stopping power gets more

influence on the total stopping, and at the highest energies most of the stopping

will occur in nuclear reactions and radiation processes [73].
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2.1. STOPPING POWER

2.1.1 Nuclear Stopping Power

The first term in equation (2.5) is the nuclear stopping power and describes the

retardation of the travelling ion inat the low end of its kinetic energy range. When

the ion has low enough speed it will start transferring significant amounts of energy

to the atoms of the lattice, through forces depending on the interatomic distances

[61]. This in turn will make the ion lose more of its energy and at some point stop

completely.

This kind of stopping power has nothing to do with nuclear physics (fission and fu-

sion), but rather describes the interaction between the atoms ballistically through

only elastic energy loss to the recoiling atom [92].

Atomic Interactions

The physics behind this stopping power comes down to the interatomic forces and

a way of describing them properly. Multiple variations of functions describing

the interactions between atoms have been in development over the last decades

(Moliere, Bohr, Thomas-Fermi, Lenz-Jensen, etc. [6, 83, 29]), but none of them

is very good at describing different kinds of systems [92]. Ziegler, Biersack and

Littmark developed a universal interatomic potential that can be used to calculate

the stopping cross sections and scattering functions for all elements in the periodic

table [92].

Generally the nuclear stopping powers can be described as the average energy

loss per unit path length due to all collisions. The cross section of the collision

(depending on the velocity of the recoil) becomes very small when the recoil is

moving fast (kinetic energy much greater than 1keV/amu) [61, 59], and the recoil-

ing ion very seldom collides with atoms in the lattice, and hence doesn’t transfer

significant energy in these kinds of interactions. There has also been proof of com-

bined contribution from both electronic and nuclear stopping power, however, this

contribution is very small (less than 0.5%) and can usually be ignored [25].

When two atoms scatter – collide and change directions – can the collision be

7



2.1. STOPPING POWER

considered elastic (both kinetic energy and momentum is preserved). A sketch

of the collision can be seen in figure 2.2. The nature of this collision behaves as

the binary collisions described in chapter 3, and the ion travels in a straight line

between the collisions.

m1, v0

m1, v1

m2, v2

ϑ

ϕ

d

Figure 2.2: Laboratory coordinates of a collision between a static (m2) and a

moving energetic (m1) particle. The static particle gets knocked away from its

original position, and the moving particle changes direction during the collision.

The path of the scattered ion and the shortest distance, rmin, between the

recoiling atom and the ion depends on the cross-section of the collision and the

mass ratio between the particles [92, 67].

The barycentre of the two particles in figure 2.2 is following a path parallel to the

initial direction of the ion (see figure 3.1 in chapter 3). However, the trajectory of

the barycentre in lateral direction is placed at
d

1 + A
from the static atom, where

A is defined as the mass ratio (see equation (2.6)) between the scattering atom

and the moving ion [70].

A =
m2

m1

(2.6)

In classical mechanics, this can be described with the equivalence of kinetic energy,

and momentum, before and after the collision:

8



2.1. STOPPING POWER

Conservation of kinetic energy:

E0 =
1

2
m1v

2
0 =

1

2
m1v

2
1 +

1

2
m2v

2
2 (2.7)

Conservation of momentum (components separated):

m1v0 = m1v1 cos(ϑ) +m2v2 cos(ϕ) (2.8)

0 = m1v1 sin(ϑ) +m2v2 sin(ϕ) (2.9)

where ϑ is the angle showing the change in direction of the recoiling ion, and ϕ is

the angle of the target atom’s trajectory. When converting these equations from

the laboratory coordinate system to the centre of mass coordinate system (as long

as there are no lateral forces) it is possible to reduce the equations into a more

simple form. The centre of mass system can be considered as a single atom, and

the equations of the momentum will always be equal to zero (the particles moving

in opposite directions seen from the centre of mass) [92].

m1, v0 − vc

m2, vc

rmin

m1, v0 − vc

m2, vc

θ

φd

d

Figure 2.3: The same collision as in figure 2.2 shown in centre of mass coor-

dinates. The centre of mass system is moving with the velocity vc relative to

the laboratory coordinate system. The angle θ describes the scattering angle of

the moving ion, φ the scattering angle of the static atom, and d is the impact

parameter. The net momentum in this case is zero [92].

9



2.1. STOPPING POWER

The interactions of the collision in the centre of mass coordinate system can be

seen in figure 2.3. Figure 2.3 shows that the static particle is moving with the

same velocity as the system, vc (standing still in the laboratory system). Now

it is possible to form simplified equations based on the relative movement of the

particles, both before and after the collision. Another benefit of changing coordi-

nate system is that the velocity of the system, vc, in the centre of mass system is

constant throughout the entire collision, and the velocities are defined to yield a

net momentum of zero (see equations (2.8) and (2.9)).

By defining the mass of the centre of mass system as a reduced mass the following

relations can be used to calculate the velocities of the particles:

vm1 = v0 − vc =
mc

m1

v0 (2.10)

vm2 = vc =
mc

m2

v0, (2.11)

where

mc =
m1 ·m2

m1 +m2

(2.12)

The impact parameter d, in both figures 2.2 and 2.3, describes the perpendicular

distance between the particle path and the centre of the potential field, and it can

be used to calculate the scattering angle of the kinetic particle.

The angles between the two coordinate systems can be related with equation (2.13)

and (2.14).

φ = 2ϑ (2.13)

φ = π − θ (2.14)

This theory is used when determining the scattering angle and the time integral [66]

discussed in more detail in the chapter about the binary collision approximation

(see chapter 3).

The cross-sections of the collisions can be calculated through spherical approxima-

10



2.1. STOPPING POWER

tions [58, 47, 19], and they are mainly used in the process of finding the scattering

angles of the atoms in the collisions. The size of the cross-sections depends on the

velocity of the moving ion. Assuming that the potentials have spherical shape,

it is easier to reduce the mathematical expressions to more calculation-friendly

equations. Figure 2.4 shows three different approaches to the spherical approxi-

mation; a hard-sphere, a purely repulsive, and an attractive well potential. The

first of the potential models – the hard-sphere – can be used to describe elastic

atom-nucleus interactions, the second describes collisions between charged parti-

cles (Rutherford scattering goes under this category), and the third describes the

interaction between colliding neutral atoms.

~r

V (~r)

~r

V (~r)

~r

V (~r)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4: Three different types of spherical potential models used when

calculating binary collisions. (a) Hard-sphere potential, which is zero above

a certain interatomic distance, (b) repulsive potential, which asymptotically

approaches zero with inverse of interatomic distance, and (c) a potential with

an attractive well, forcing the atoms to separate at a certain distance.
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2.1. STOPPING POWER

2.1.2 Electronic Stopping Power

The second term in equation (2.5) is the electronic stopping power and this de-

scribes how the energy is transferred from the moving ion to the target atoms in

the solid. The biggest contribution from the electronic stopping power to the total

stopping power occurs when the ion is moving fast (with kinetic energies between

1 keV/amu and 10 MeV/amu [89, 93], see figure 2.1). However, complex interac-

tions between the electron cloud of the material and the ion at low kinetic energies

are contributing to some extent as well (see figure 2.5 for the energy regimes), but

in this lower energy range the nuclear stopping (see section 2.1.1) will dominate

and almost all interactions with the electrons can be neglected [74].

The electronic stopping power has many possible origins; electron-electron colli-

sions, excitation or ionization of strongly bound electrons in the target atoms,

excitation of band- or conduction-electrons, or excitation, ionization or electron-

capture of the recoiling atom [92]. Some of the interactions mentioned are more

prominent than the others and depending on the functions used, some might not

even be considered during the simulation process.

This kind of stopping power can be considered as an inelastic energy loss of the

moving atom to the atoms of the lattice (the energy is conserved, but not the

momentum), this is why electronic energy loss might be considered a better de-

scription of the phenomenon [92].

Energy Regimes of the Electronic Stopping Power

The energy loss depends on the velocity, and the atomic mass of the moving atom.

During the energy loss caused by the electronic stopping, lighter ions will behave

significantly different from the heavy ions inside the solid [92]. In both cases –

heavy and light moving ions – will the stopping occur at the cross section of the

collision (just like in the nuclear stopping power section 2.1.1). The cross section is

a function of the atomic radius. Statistically it has been proven that the outermost

electrons will have the highest impact on the stopping (around 90% of the stopping

12



2.1. STOPPING POWER

occurs at the outer electron layers) [92].

Log E

Lo
g
S

A B C D

Figure 2.5: The electronic stopping power split into different regimes. These

regimes have the following energy ranges: A 0 – 100 eV/amu, B 0.1 – 10

keV/amu, C 0.1 – 1 MeV/amu, and D 1 - 100 MeV/amu. After the D regime

there is also a regime handling velocities in a relativistic way. The figure is

based of the figures presented in the ”Radiation Protection Course” held at the

University of Helsinki during the spring of 2014.

In figure 2.5 the arbitrary electronic stopping function is plotted against energy

in Log-Log scale. It shows the different regimes of the electronic stopping power.

Regime A is energies below 1 keV/amu, regime B is up to the fermi velocity of the

element and also known as the velocity-proportional regime [31], regime C is the

most mathematically complex regime, the moving ion is partly ionized and changes

charge state stochastically, and regime D is consisting of two different regimes for

high-energetic particles (both relativistic and a non-relativistic equations). It is

also in regime D the Bethe-Bloch equation (2.1) is used to calculate the stopping

power [91].

Other models have to be used to switch between lower and higher velocities, in

heavy ion interaction calculations [17, 92]. The fermi velocity plays a big role in
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2.1. STOPPING POWER

the construction of stopping power relationships.

Bethe and Bloch came up with a formula for describing the ion interaction with the

electrons based on quantum mechanical properties [90]. Their work can be used

to switch between Bohr’s model of hard close collisions (high velocities with direct

hits) and Bethe’s model for weak collisions [92]. When the velocity of the ion gets

higher than approximately 10 MeV/amu the need of relativistic stopping theory is

a must [90, 48], however, this study is not covering the relativistic theories.

In almost every potential model of the electronic stopping power, the stopping

function can be written as a screening function with the interatomic radius as pa-

rameter [92, 29]. The screening function depends on the atom model implemented

for that certain case.

• Light ions:

The stopping power of light ions (low mass number, usually Z ≤ 3 [89]) can

be extrapolated and scaled from the theory of hydrogen atoms moving in the

solid. When assuming that the hydrogen atom is only a proton interacting

with the electrons in the solid [92].

• Heavy ions:

The stopping power of heavy ions must be calculated in a slightly different

manner than for light ions. There are different cases for slower and faster

heavy ions, and the bridging between them has to be handled separately.

The velocities are; slow < 25keV/amu, fast > 200keV/amu and the bridge

25keV/amu− 200keV/amu [92].
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2.2. CHANNELING

2.2 Channeling

In both BCA (see chapter 3) and MD (see chapter 4) the matter can be modelled

in its amorphous phase, in which the energy of the moving ion will be dissipated at

approximately even intervals, corresponding to the interatomic distance. However,

this approach is not always valid, the material might have well organized crystal

lattice structure, at least, at the early stage of irradiation process. In these cases

it is particularly important to take into account the lattice structure when moving

between collisions.

There are well defined atom layers and structural symmetries in a perfect atom

lattice. When a moving ion enters the target material at a certain angle it may

enter an open channel between the atoms in the lattice. Because of the symmetry

of the lattice, this might cause the ion to travel several hundreds if not thousands of

Ångströms before stopping [69, 85], this phenomenon is called channeling. Before

the modelling by Robinson [69], the concept of channeling for ions with kinetic

energies above a few hundred eV had not been realized neither theoretically nor

experimentally. Thus, it was first detected in a computer simulation and later

experimentally confirmed [69, 29].

When discussing directions in a lattice structure, one usually names the direction

through the reciprocal normal to the lattice plane. A reciprocal lattice vector is

perpendicular to a family of lattice planes separated at a distance d, to which the

reciprocal lattice vector is perpendicular [7]. The shortest reciprocal vector in the

direction of the normal, is a unique vector, pointing at the Miller indices of the

selected plane [7]. The reciprocal lattice vector h~a1 + k ~a2 + l ~a3, where h, k, and

l are perpendicular to each other, is the normal to the plane given by the Miller

indices h, k, and l. The Miller indices can only be integer numbers, because of

the integral primitive vectors used to form the linear combination summing up to

the Miller indices [7].

The Miller indices in cubic lattices are parallel to the axis of the simple cubic

cell (all other cubic cells are combinations of the simple cubic, and hence directly

translatable to/from the lattice structure. However, when calculating the Miller
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indices of a non cubic lattice it is important to remember that the Miller indices

are the coordinates of the normal in the reciprocal coordinate-system, not in the

regular lattice system [7]. To keep track of which coordinate-system the direction

is given in, a convention specifying different brackets for the different systems has

been defined, and negative indices are written with a ”bar” on top of the index.

Parentheses are used when describing lattice planes with the Miller indices : (hkl),

e.g. (123̄). Directions in the lattice-system are written with square brackets: [hkl],

e.g. [123̄]. Due to symmetries in the lattice, a lot of the different vectors given by

the Miller indices will in principle be the same, and can be combined to a family

of vectors. The families in the reciprocal system are given written like hkl, e.g.

{123̄}, and in the lattice system, 〈hkl〉, e.g. 〈123̄〉 [7].

By connecting three or more atoms in the cell to form a plane, it is easy to extract

the Miller indices from the normal to that specific plane [94]. The direction from

which the ion enters the lattice has an impact on the channeling probability, and

the [011] direction in both FCC and Diamond lattices, and the [111] direction in

BCC lattices are the most keen on allowing the ion to channel, [001] direction was

semi-good in all three cases [69]. See figure 2.6 for the unit cells of the different

lattice structures. The lattice planes tested experimentally in [69] are shown in

figure 2.7, with the directions more prone to channeling to the left.

(a) BCC (b) FCC (c) Diamond

Figure 2.6: The three most common lattice types in their simplest form. (a)

Body-Centered-Cubic, (b) Face-Centered-Cubic, and (c) Diamond. It can be

seen in (c) that the diamond structure is made of two nested FCC structures.

By multiplying these cell periodically in all directions, one can build bigger

structures.
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(a) BCC (111) (b) BCC (001) (c) BCC (011)

(d) FCC (011) (e) FCC (001) (f) FCC (111)

(g) Diamond (011) (h) Diamond (001) (i) Diamond (111)

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the different atom plane directions tested experi-

mentally for channeling in [69]. Higher channeling probabilities to the left in

the figure.
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Chapter 3

Binary Collision Approximation

The binary collision approximation, BCA, is one of the simplest methods of sim-

ulating the trajectory of a recoil inside a material. The recoil follows straight

lines between the collision points in the lattice and only collides with one atom

at the time (hence binary collisions). There are two main causes of the energy

loss, electronic stopping (see section 2.1.2) when the ion is traversing the lattice

and kinetic energy loss due to inelastic collisions. The latter of these may almost

always be neglected in BCA because of the very short collision times [70, 67]. The

loss in energy is seen as a slowdown of the moving ion. When the particle has lost

enough kinetic energy it can be considered stationary and the simulation of that

particle is done. However, the biggest concern with this method is that it can not

describe multi-body interactions in low energy cascades very well, and is therefore

only suitable for simulating high energetic ions (energies higher than 1 keV) [61].

In such events when the energetic ion is temporally interacting with more than one

atom at the time, approximations are used to select each encounter consecutively

[67].
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3.1 Approach, Integrals

Classically BCA methods used to simulate the stopping and interactions of kinetic

particles have not considered timing between the collisions [67]. The BCA models

have also been limited to proceed from collision to collision in a event-driven

fashion, without considering the time between the events [37]. However, in [67] a

method was described, where the timing between the collisions in elastic two-body

scattering can be calculated from the constant velocity of the moving centre of

mass, allowing evaluation of time dependent properties to be calculated in between

the collisions.

To significantly decrease the complexity of the calculations of the interaction be-

tween two moving bodies, a transformation from the laboratory system to the

centre of mass system is needed (see section 2.1.1). To achieve the final trajecto-

ries of the two particles involved in the collision the barycentric scattering angle

integral (3.1) and the time integral (3.2) can be evaluated in the centre of mass

system, and later transformed back to the laboratory system (see figure 2.3). The

barycentric scattering angle [70, 36, 49]:

θ = π − 2d

∫ ∞

R

1

r2g(r)
dr (3.1)

and the time integral [67, 69, 47]:

τ =
√
R2 − d2 −

∫ ∞

R

1

g(r)
− 1√

1− d2

r2

dr, (3.2)

where

g(r) =

√
1− d2

r2
− V (r)

Er

, (3.3)

d is the impact parameter, r is the interatomic distance, V (r) is the interatomic
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potential, Er is the relative kinetic energy given by
AE0

1 + A
, and R is the distance

between the particles defined by g(R) = 0 [70, 67]. Here E0 is the kinetic energy

of the moving ion before the collision, and A is the mass ratio of the particles (see

equation (2.6)) [67, 68].

The barycentre moves along a trajectory parallel to the initial velocity of the ion,

and the position of the trajectory can be calculated by scaling the impact param-

eter with the mass ratio
d

1 + A
. The barycentric scattering angle (3.1) gives the

angle between the direction of the barycentre and the trajectory of the scattering

ion after the collision [29]. One of the key features in BCA is the fact that the

particles are moving along asymptotes, when they are far enough away from each

other. These asymptotes are used to calculate key points during the collision. The

coordinate xp is placed at x = −τ and y = d (τ is the value calculated from the

time integral). See figure 3.1 for a schematic of these properties.

Barycentre path

x1

x2

xp
m1, v0

m1, v1

m2, v2

d
d

1 + A

Figure 3.1: The path of the barycentre and the asymptotes of the trajectories

of both colliding particles can be seen in this figure. Both asymptotes cross in

xp only if the collision is elastic.
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The time integral (3.2) describes the difference in time for an ion to go from non-

interacting to interacting in a collision. This can also be seen as reaching the apsis

of the collision (the closest range the ion and the recoiling atom can be to each

other) [29]. By scaling the time integral by the initial velocity of the ion, it is

possible to calculate the initial x-coordinate of the scattered particle’s trajectory

[67, 29]. Regardless of the name of the integral, the answer is given in length units,

determining the distance the particle can move. This is easy to convert to a time

value when you know the velocity.
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3.2 Different Applications

There are several different variations of BCA used to simulate different kinds of

systems. Some are more suited for crystalline structures, while others are better

in amorphous or liquid structures. Some use Monte Carlo simulation methods to

determine the movement of the particles. Some only handles the projectile, while

others also keep track of the recoiling target atoms. Table 3.1 has a list of BCA

simulation software using atom lattices, and table 3.2 has a list of software using

Monte Carlo.

Table 3.1: Table of BCA simulation software using lattices to represent the

atom structures. The list is heavily based on a list found in [29].

Name Authors Reference

ACOCT Yamamura, Takeuchi [87]

ARGUS Jackson et al. [44]

BACKS Hutchence, Honzeas [22]

CASCADE Beeler [11]

CENTAUR Jackson et al. [44]

COSIPO Hautala [39]

EDI Preuss [62]

FLUX Smulders, Boerna [77]

MARLOWE Robinson, Torrens [70]

MORLAY Beitat (Taglauer et al.) [78]

OKSANA Shulga [75]

RBSADC Zhang [88]

RECOIL Teplov et al. [81]

RETTUPS Füstöss et al. [35]

TAVERN Jackson [43]
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Table 3.2: Table of BCA simulation software using Monte Carlo methods.

The list is heavily based on a list found in [29].

Name Authors Reference

ACAT Takeuchi, Yamamura [79]

BABOUM Abel et al. [1]

BEST Vicanek, Urbassek [84]

CASCADE Pugacheva [63]

CASWIN Djurabekova [27]

COLLIDE Beeler [11]

DYACAT Yamamura [86]

ERPEX Tatarkiewicz [80]

EVOLVE Roush et al. [71]

HERAD Attaya, Kulcinksi [8]

HIDOS Schönborn et al. [72]

IMPLNT Davisson [23]

IRADINA Borschel [16]

ITMC Hassanein, Smith [38]

PIBER Adesida, Karapiperis [2]

RITA Desalvo, Rosa [26]

ROMEO Melker, Romanov [50]

SASAMAL Miyagawa, Miyagawa [51]

SAVOY Jackson [43]

SDTrimSP Eckstein [30]

SRIM2003 Ziegler [89]

SRIM2010 Ziegler et al. [93]

TCIS Cui, Li [21]

TRIDYN Möller, Eckstein [52]

TRI3DYN Möller [54]

TRIM Biersack, Haggmark [14]

TRIM.SP Biersack, Eckstein [13]

TRIM85 Ziegler et al. [92]

TRIPOS Chou, Ghoniem [20]
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Chapter 4

Molecular Dynamic Range

Calculations

Molecular dynamics (MD) is normally used to simulate the different states of a

many-body system. A single state includes a variety of physical quantities (temper-

ature, potential energy, pressure, etc.). In the Range Calculation case, especially

the penetration depth of the kinetic ions is tracked for quantitative profile detec-

tion [55]. As opposed to the BCA method (see chapter 3) all the collisions of the

moving ion at every time step is taken into consideration when calculating the

penetration depth.

Historically MD has been utilizing purely Newtonian mechanics to simulate the

physical phenomenon, but during the last 20–25 years moved over to more quantum

mechanical approaches to allow for simulations in more strict environments and

with more control [32, 46]. However, in this study the focus will be on the more

classical way of implementing the simulation method.
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4.1 Different Methods

4.1.1 Molecular Dynamics in General

In the general case of MD the positions of the particles are solved through New-

tonian equations of motion. The force can be described in two different ways;

through the potential function as derivative with regards to the position (4.1) or

as the mass multiplied by the acceleration (4.2) [3].

~fi = −∇iU(~r), (4.1)

where ~fi is the three dimensional force given to particle i, based on the positional

derivative of the potential U . The change in force is opposite to the change in po-

tential to make the particle looking for a local minimum in the potential function.

~fi = mi~̈ri = ~̇pi, (4.2)

where ~fi again is the three dimensional force, mi is the mass, and ~̈ri is the accel-

eration of particle i. By evaluating the previous force equations at each time step,

it is possible to calculate the state of the system for that moment. The poten-

tial function to use for the particular system at hand may differ widely. Different

kinds of systems are better approximated through different kinds of potentials.

The Lennard-Jones potential has been widely used when simulating systems of

liquids [83], and the Tersoff potentials are popular in semiconductor simulations

[82, 28].

The potential functions for MD simulations of solids or liquids, are usually based

on the Born-Oppenheimer model [15], where the electrons of the atoms always

are in the ground state, and the interaction is only depending on the interatomic

distance [4]. These are mostly covalent or ionic bonds, the ionic bonds are purely

depending on the interatomic distance, while the covalent bonds might depend

on the bonding-angle as well [4]. When simulating metals, quantum mechanical

properties of the electron cloud are needed to form the appropriate potential func-
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tions, and in nature much more mathematically complex. A smart approximation

to reduce the complexity of the metal potentials, is the Embedded-Atom Method,

EAM, presented in [24]. It works roughly by describing the electron density as

a functional with experimentally fitted parameters, and correcting this functional

with an adaptive embedding function, changing the local electron density depend-

ing on the other atoms in the system. An example of the execution order in a

general MD algorithm can be seen in figure 4.1.

To be able to maintain energy conservation during the simulation of different en-

sembles, one has to take into consideration temperature and pressure controls.

Different ensembles can be derived mathematically from equation (4.3), and de-

pending on the chosen ensemble, different controls have to be applied.

PV = nRT (4.3)

The temperature control is used to remove energy by damping the movement of

energetic particles or by transferring heat through a couple of atom layers at the

boundaries of the simulation cell. In this case, the temperature is tried to be fixed

and both the volume and the pressure may be altered to maintain the desired

temperature. With pressure control, the pressure is maintained and to keep the

system at equilibrium the temperature and the volume are allowed to change. Both

kinds of controls can be applied to make stricter environments to simulate in, or

to make the simulation cell behave in a desired way.

The easiest way to implement both temperature and pressure control is to use the

Berendsen thermostat and barostat [12]. However, the Nosé-Hoover thermostat is

superior to Brendsen’s when it comes to detecting fast changes in the temperature

[57, 42].
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Initial conditions ~ri(t0), ~vi(t0)Step 1.

Calculate forces ~Fi(~ri)Step 2.

Solve the equations of motion

over a short time step ∆t

~ri(tn) → ~ri(tn+1)

~vi(tn) → ~vi(tn+1)

Step 3.

t → t + ∆tStep 4.

Calculate physical propertiesStep 5.

End criteria

reached?
Step 6.

Collect results and finishStep 7.

Yes

No

Figure 4.1: Schematic over a general MD algorithm. In the beginning all

the particles are given initial positions and velocities (step 1). The force is

calculated (step 2) after which the new position and velocity of every particle

is determined (step 3), then the time is incremented (step 4). Before the ”end

simulation” check (step 6) all the desired physical properties are calculated (step

5). If the simulation is ended go to step 7, otherwise go back to step 2, and

repeat.
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4.1.2 Molecular Dynamics for Range Calculations

MD can be used the same way as BCA (see chapter 3) to calculate the depth range

of high energetic particles entering a solid. The calculations are more demanding

because of the many-body interactions occurring in the form of atom cascades, and

a lot more processing power is needed to compute the forces. To practically be able

to use MD in range calculations, one has to make it more efficient by applying a

few approximations to the models [55, 61]. The biggest advantage of using MD for

range calculations over the BCA approach is the fact that MD simulations agree

better with experimental data. However, the biggest concern is the duration of

the simulation, one BCA step can be millions of times faster than one MD step

[18].

4.1.3 Molecular Dynamics: RIA

Molecular dynamics with the recoil interaction approximation is used to simulate

how a system develops over time, when no lattice – lattice interactions are consid-

ered during ion irradiation [55]. By only taking into account interactions between

the moving ion and lattice atoms within a certain distance from it, keeping all

other lattice atoms fixed until they are inside the maximum interaction distance

with the ion, it is possible to decrease the calculation times by multiple orders of

magnitude. However, the calculation times are still around 10 times slower than

BCA (see chapter 3) [55, 41]. Another speed up in the model comes from the fact

that the cell is generated on the fly. While the ion moves in the simulation cell,

a small sub cell is generated around it (moving with the ion). The moving cell

is big enough to allow all ion–lattice interactions up to the maximum interaction

distance [10, 55]. The method appears to work well for ions with kinetic energies

between 1 keV and 100 keV [55]. The biggest differences between BCA and RIA

is the integration of the ion path instead of calculating the directions based on the

asymptotes of the path [10].
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4.1.4 Molecular Dynamics: REED

REED stands for ”Rare Event Enhanced Domain-Following Molecular Dynamics”.

It is used for the same purposes as MD RIA (see section 4.1.3) and BCA (see chap-

ter 3), namely simulating depth profiles of ion irradiation into different materials

[10]. It was developed to improve the time taken to simulate ion concentration

profiles for micro-electronics, mainly for dopant level simulations. The biggest

concern when simulating the depth profiles is to get the ratio between the tail

events and the near-surface peak events correct, see figure 4.2 for a reference on

the shape of the distribution. To achieve statistically significant dopant levels for

all depths, a huge amount of simulations have to be performed [10].

Beardmore et al. developed a method to simulate more events around the near-

surface peak compared to the tail, by splitting the moving ion into two separate

paths at certain depths, and giving each of these atoms half of a statistical weight

compared to the previous split (see figure 4.2). This way ions at splits closer to

the surface get more statistical significance than ions at deeper depths. As in MD

RIA, the cell is generated around the moving ion, when it reaches new unexplored

domains (hence domain-following) [10]. Another feature that improves on the

profile is the simulated spread of the ions at deeper depths. The method has the

following advantages; it works very well in the high energy regime (up to hundreds

of keV), and one has only to fit one parameter (compared to BCA) to achieve the

depth profile [10], it is always possible to switch over to full MD when the energy

of the moving ion gets too low for simulating the path correctly with REED. The

profile from 100 keV As in Si can be seen in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: The general shape of a dopant concentration profile. The vertical

lines indicate the depth at which the ions are split up into a new pair of ions,

the statistical weights are marked at the top of the image. The image is from

US Patent No. 6,366,873 [9].
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4.2 MDRANGE

mdrange is a software developed at the Accelerator laboratory of the University

of Helsinki by professor Kai Nordlund and his team. The program uses an imple-

mentation of MD RIA (see section 4.1.3) to simulate the energy distribution and

penetration depth of ions implanted in a bulk material [55]. It is possible to simu-

late multi-layered structures in depth direction, as long as the different layers have

the same lateral dimensions. Because of patent issues with the REED method (see

section 4.1.4) it wasn’t included until a few years ago, but has nowadays a working

implementation. In figure 4.3 both MD RIA and MD REED are compared to

experimental values made by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).

Figure 4.3: Dopant profiles for 100 keV Arsenic atoms in Silicon with SIMS,

REED, and RIA methods. The SIMS and REED data are the ones shown

in [10], and the RIA data is simulated using mdrange. As can be seen, the

profiles follow each other quite well.
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Chapter 5

Graphical User Interface

A very important task, often forgotten or not thought about, when developing

software is user-friendliness. When the same person both develops and tests the

tool, some of the solutions and controls might not be obvious or intuitive for other

users. Default values and good planning of the layout will make the experience

and use of the product more intuitive, and the user can be more productive using

the tool or application. Another, maybe not that obvious, aspect to have in mind

when developing, is the modularity of the code. One should always try to write

the code in such a way that, if needed, it can be reused elsewhere.

With these things in mind, the practical part of this work was to implement

more features to the graphical user interface (GUI) developed in 2015. The main

function of the GUI is to give the user a simple way of starting the simulation,

without losing any customizability of the input files compared to running it from

the terminal. This is done by giving an intuitive interface with all necessary

parameters group together in a dynamic and logical way. Easy access for starting

and stopping the simulation, and pop-ups indicating or warning the user of missing

important settings.

This version of the GUI is implemented in C++ with the Qt 5.7 framework [64].

It gives a nice platform-specific look and feel, and should the need come to port

the application to another architecture, this framework already is platform inde-

pendent and compatible with at least Windows, OS X, Linux, iOS, and Android

[65].

The runtime profile of mdrange is very customizable, one can change everything
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from ion beam angle to the length of the time step with just one single input

file. This file is quite cumbersome to manually write each time, and often you

don’t actually want or even need to change most of the parameters between the

runs. The overhead of remembering all the different parameters and their names

disappear when using this application to setup and launch the simulation. To be

able to run a simulation with mdrange at least a file containing the settings of the

simulation, param.in, a file specifying the positions and types of the lattice atoms

in the layer, coords.in, and a file describing the electronic stopping between the

ion and the atoms in the layer, elstop.in, are needed. The GUI is mainly meant

for creating the first of these files, the param.in file, but also has functionality to

generate simple versions of the other two to get the user going with the simulations.

To compensate for the lack in creating the coordinate and electronic stopping files,

the user can manually copy files created with other tools into the runtime folder

to use in the current simulation.

HOME
MDRangeData

runtime
coords.in
elstop.in
param.in

saves
2016-10-22

03.26.42
coords.in
elstop.in
param.in
range.out
realrange.out
startdata.out

Figure 5.1: The structure of the data directory after the application has

been run one time. The runtime directory is used as intermediate storage of

the current edited profile, and all these files are copied to the location of the

executable when the simulations start. After the simulation finishes a save

folder is created under the saves directory. At the first start both runtime and

saves are completely empty.

The application executable can be started from anywhere in the user’s system
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as long as the user executing the program has write permissions in the execution

directory (the application copies the runtime files to the execution folder for loading

them directly when starting the simulation). All communication between the hard-

drive and the application is concentrated to the MDRangeData/ directory located

in the user’s home folder. The structure of the data folder can be seen in figure

5.1. Because the GUI is meant for generating the param.in file, it might be a little

bit overwhelming at first glance, but it covers almost all parameters described in

the user manual [56].
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5.1. FEATURES

5.1 Features

When launching the software the first time a folder named MDRangeData is cre-

ated in the users home folder. This will work as the location where the current

runtime files and the saved simulations are stored. The current runtime files will

be found in a folder named MDRangeData/runtime and the saves in the folder

MDRangeData/saves (see figure 5.1 for an overview of the folder tree).

When the user clicks the ”Start Simulation” button the current data files in the

MDRangeData/runtime directory are copied to the folder where the executable

lies. This makes it possible to continue working on or changing the current run-

time profile without causing any conflicts or accidentally deleting files used by

the executable. After the simulation finishes, a save folder is created under the

MDRangeData/saves directory named with the current time stamp. The simula-

tion stops in two different ways, the user kills the execution by clicking on the

”Stop Simulation” button, or the simulation gets to finish by itself.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) The main window right after the first start. At this point

there is no runtime profile created and the user has to create one by opening

the wizard from the ”Setup Runtime Profile” button. (b) The application finds

the previous profile automatically. Now the user can start simulating without

entering the runtime editing wizard.
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5.1. FEATURES

Before it is possible to start a new calculation, a runtime profile has to be created.

The runtime profile is a set of the necessary input files. The user can create these by

pressing the ”Setup Runtime Profile” button in the main window of the application.

It is also possible for the user to manually copy runtime files to the execution

folder, however, this is not recommended for inexperienced users of mdrange,

and contradicts the use of this GUI. That said, it still can be useful to extend the

functionality beyond the capabilities of the current version, by manually copying

files to the runtime folder prior to the start of the simulation. This could be the

case e.g. if one wants to irradiate compounds rather than elemental layers.

If the user already has done some simulations it is possible to use these as the

runtime profile for another simulation. This is doable by using the ”custom runtime

profile” functionality of the main window. When launching the application the first

time, or the runtime directory has been emptied by the user, all parameters will

be initialized with default values. They are set up up in such a way that the

user doesn’t need to change anything to generate a valid runtime profile. This

ensures that, the simulation at least has the necessary parameters set when the

user presses the start button. Figure 5.2 shows the fields of the main window after

the first and second start.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: The main window shows progress of the running simulation. (a)

the start, and (b) the end of the range calculation.
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5.1. FEATURES

For the moment only homogeneous mono-layered structures can be generated from

within the interface, but all elements in the periodic table can be selected as input

source, so if the user has coords.in files that utilizes more than one atom type,

it is possible to include that file manually into the execution folder before the

simulation is started. During the simulation, a real-time plot of the total range is

shown in the main window (figure 5.3).
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5.2. PARAMETERS IMPLEMENTED

5.2 Parameters Implemented

The following section will discuss the parameters that have been implemented in

this version of the GUI. All parameters have been grouped into different panels

based on their usage in mdrange and similarities to other parameters. This

is mainly to keep them a little bit more organized, and more intuitive to find.

Another reason was to keep the panels at smaller sizes, so all parameters are easily

found when going through the tabs in the wizard.

The following sections will mention the most important features of each panel,

and the parameters needed for those features. It will by no means describe them

all or give proper instructions of how to use the software itself, but introduce the

current state of the application. For a complete list of all implemented parameters

and the usage of the application see the user manual in appendix A.

5.2.1 General

This panel contains customizability for time related parameters. Mostly when the

simulation should end, and how big time steps are allowed. It also has miscella-

neous parameters that don’t fit into any other category, such as random number

generator seed and output related settings. Figure 5.4 shows a screen shot of the

panel in the wizard.

The time step is customizable separately for the recoil range calculation and the

initial state calculation. During the simulation, mdrange will calculate the time

step dynamically based on the velocity of the ion, which allows for more accurate

many-body interaction due to a smaller time step at higher speeds. Both a lower

and an upper limit of the time step for both calculation types are adjustable. The

duration of the initial state calculation can also be specified in this panel.

To customize the way the dynamic time step is updated, it is possible to set

updating criteria either based on the distance the ion travels during one time step

or based on the kinetic energy allowed. At high kinetic energies, the energy can
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5.2. PARAMETERS IMPLEMENTED

Figure 5.4: Screen shot of the general parameters panel.

be used to calculate the velocity instead of the displacement.

The output interval to standard output during the simulation can be specified.

This is to reduce the size of eventual log files, but also to speed up the calculation

(less printing means shorter simulation times). It is also possible to tell the software

to create a movie file of the trajectories by checking the checkbox.

Last but not least is the random generator seed. It is important to be able to set

up the random generator in the same manner to be able to repeat a simulation. In

mdrange, the random seed is used to generate initial thermal movement of the

target material as well as randomizing the initial ion parameters from the selected

ranges (see section 5.2.2).

5.2.2 Recoil Calculation

The purpose of this panel is to be able to specify all the parameters related to the

ion beam. Starting position, direction and energy is among the most important.

It is also possible to set parameters used for stopping the current ion calculation

and proceed to the next one. Figure 5.5 shows a screen shot of the panel from the

wizard.
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5.2. PARAMETERS IMPLEMENTED

Figure 5.5: Screen shot of the recoil calculation parameters panel.

In this panel it is possible to set up ranges or intervals from within which the

position and direction of the ion should be randomized (using the seed described

in section 5.2.1). The interface hinders the user from setting the min and max

angles in the ”wrong” order (making the min angle larger than the max). The

starting position’s min and max values can be automatically generated from the

layers panel (see section 5.2.4) when updating the simulation box, or manually

from this panel.

Another important setting on this panel is the number of calculations to be pre-

formed. This basically tells mdrange how many ions is to be simulated during

the calculation. More ions means better statistics, but also longer simulation

times.

Both start and stop energies are adjustable. The start energy sets the initial

kinetic energy of the ion, and the stop energy defines the energy when the sim-

ulation can be considered finished (no reason to continue simulating the current

event, considering the statistical impact on the range). A similar setting exists to

stop calculations when the ion leaves the simulation box, e.g. because of chan-

nelling.

It is also possible to set different types of calculations; small differences in the way
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5.2. PARAMETERS IMPLEMENTED

mdrange handles the positions of the ions and the type of range to output. Min

and max depths to take into account when calculating the recoil spectrum are also

adjustable from this panel.

5.2.3 Material

The ion and target materials can be selected in this panel. mdrange has the

maximum amount of elements set to 10, but this shouldn’t be a problem, because

very seldom does anyone want to simulate depth ranges in compounds of more than

3 or 4 elements. In figure 5.6 a screen shot of the material list panel can be seen.

The small panel on the right is for editing the currently selected material.

Figure 5.6: Screen shot of the material parameters panel. On the left a list of

all currently selected materials are shown, and on the right a panel for changing

the default values when the element data is loaded from the periodic table.

mdrange comes with a header file MDpt.h that contains the data of all elements in

the periodic table, and can be used to introduce new materials into the materials

list. Figure 5.7 shows the layout of the periodic table, and all the properties

the data contains. The chosen elements can be used to generate coords.in and

elstop.in files to use in the range calculations (see sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 for

more information).
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Figure 5.7: A periodic table showing the data found in MDpt.h, used for

selecting elements to be used as ion or in the different layer structures. In this

case Silicon has been chosen as the currently selected element.

5.2.4 Layers

This panel contains tools to create, edit and remove layers that are used as target

materials during the ion range simulations. The tools for generating a simulation

box from the selected layers can also be found on this panel. Figure 5.8 shows a

screen shot from the panel.

There are a lot of different layer specific parameters that are customizable for each

layer separately; the range the layer stretches, density, override for the inistate

calculation times, selection of the electronic stopping to be used in the chosen

layer, and amorphous state of the layer’s structure, among others. The layer type

parameter is used to tell mdrange which coords.in file is to be associated with

this layer.

Currently the back-end can’t handle multi-layered structures during setup, but the

GUI has functionality to support it in the future, and it is always possible to set

up the layers in the panel and update the param.in file and manually copy the

coords.in and elstop.in files needed.
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Figure 5.8: Screen shot of the layers parameters panel. On the left a list of

the current available layers can be found, and on the right a panel for editing

the layer specific parameters. At the bottom left tools for generating simulation

box from the layers can be found.

5.2.5 Elstop

Here it is possible to set up all parameters related to the electronic stopping. It also

contains tools for creating elstop.in files for calculating the repulsive interatomic

interactions between the materials chosen in the materials list (see section 5.2.3).

Figure 5.9 shows a screen shot of the panel.

mdrange has also a Firsov model for inelastic electronic stopping implemented,

which is accessible from setting the correct parameters in the Firsov part of the

panel. The newest version of mdrange has support for not only ZBL electronic

stopping, but also PENR, Puska, Echenique, Nieminen, Ritchie, electronic stop-

ping model, this model needs some extra input files not supported by the user in-

terface. Another selectable electronic stopping model is the BK, Brandt-Kitakawa,

which calculates local electronic stopping around the ion by taking into account

correction terms, and works best in semiconductor simulations [10, 56]. This model

also needs extra input files not support directly from within the interface. There

is, however, nothing stopping the user from setting the parameters in the GUI and
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Figure 5.9: Screen shot of the elstop parameters panel. At the top are pa-

rameters related to how electronic stopping is used in the range calculations.

manually copy the files needed to the MDRangeData/runtime directory.

5.2.6 Physical

This panel is used for setting up the parameters related to the physical aspect

of the simulation, such as target temperature, sputtering and doses. Figure 5.10

shows a screen shot from the panel. mdrange hasn’t yet been entirely tested

with all of these parameters, and might behave unexpectedly when using them

[56].

A couple of the parameters in this panel are just flags that enables certain features

in mdrange and per se don’t need any values to work.

5.2.7 Potential

This panel is used to specify what kind of potentials are to be used when calculat-

ing the interactions between the selected materials (see section 5.2.3). A possibility

to alter the parameters of the attractive Mazzone potential is still missing from
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Figure 5.10: Screen shot of the physical parameters panel.

the GUI, however, the attractive potential is only used during initial state calcu-

lations for getting thermal displacements [56], and hence not that important at

the moment. In the future these parameters will also be included as a part of this

panel. Figure 5.11 shows a screen shot from the panel.

Figure 5.11: Screen shot of the potential parameters panel. A list of all

material combinations with possibility to select what kind of repulsive potential

model to use can be seen in the upper part of the picture.
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A list of material combinations can be seen in figure 5.11. Through this list it is

possible to select what kind of potential model to be used between the different

materials selected in the material panel (see section 5.2.3). If the selected potential

is ZBL, it will use the parameters at the bottom of this panel to calculate the repul-

sive interatomic potential. The panel has a dynamic panel showing the screening

function used with the currently selected parameters, when the parameters are up-

dated the equation changes. If the user chooses to use the ”Reppot File” alternative

in the list, a set of extra reppot.in files are needed too. These files aren’t sup-

port from the GUI yet, but can be copied manually to the MDRangeData/runtime

directory before the simulation is started.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

There has been a huge development in the field of computational physics during the

last 50 years, and with the introduction of faster computers with larger memories

the possibilities of what can be done have increased drastically. Now it is possible

to simulate millions of atoms compared to systems with less than 100 atoms during

the 1970s.

The conventional way of simulating many-body systems has been by solving the

classical equations of motion for the particles interacting with each other, to get

the forces involved in the movement. When the particles interacting are moving

very fast relative to each other, they have very little time to interact and other

ways of calculating the interaction processes have to be explored. Bethe and

Bloch developed a formula for calculating the stopping power, a measure of how

the velocity contributes to the slowing down of the moving ion. In other words,

the energy loss of the ion when it traverses the solid. It can be written as a linear

combination of three different parts; nuclear stopping, electronic stopping, and

stopping caused by nuclear processes. The most important in ion range simulations

is the electronic stopping power, and it behaves like a frictional force on the moving

ion, that gets larger for higher speeds of the ion.

Channelling is a phenomenon where the kinetic particle ends up in an open channel

caused by symmetries in the lattice, and because of this looses its energy slower

than it would while travelling through the lattice. To avoid spending computation

time on simulating channelling instead of the desired property, one has to choose

the initial direction and position of the ion in such a way that the probability of

channelling is as small as possible.
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6.1. SIMULATION MODELS

6.1 Simulation Models

There are a couple of different ways one can simulate the range of ions in matter,

e.g. by using the binary collision approximation, BCA, where the ion is considered

to move in straight lines between the collision with atoms in the target material,

and collisions with only one atom at the time is allowed. Another way of simulating

an ion trajectory is to use molecular dynamics, MD, the ion is moving in a similar

fashion as in BCA, however, now the interactions of many atoms are taken into

account when calculating the collisions. This simulates real physical properties in

more detail than the BCA model. In both models the equations of motion for a

two body interaction can be simplified by converting from laboratory coordinates

to centre of mass coordinates.

There is a multitude of different implementations of these models. Some imple-

mentations have been dead for decades, but others are still under development. A

BCA implementation that is still being developed is TRIDYN, especially the 3D

version of it. mdrange developed at the University of Helsinki utilizes molecular

dynamics to simulate the ion trajectory, and is still in heavy use by the team at

the Accelerator Laboratory.
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6.2 Graphical User Interface

This user interface works very well for creating and updating the input files for

mdrange, the simulation tool developed at the Accelerator laboratory at the

University of Helsinki. It automatically sets the default values for every parameter,

and the default parameters file generated can be used directly without the need

to change anything.

The switch from Java to Qt [64] in this version of the graphical user interface was a

very good decision. Now it is possible to integrate the simulation code (mdrange),

written in C, in a more dynamic way with callbacks and hooks, e.g. for providing

the user with updates about the current simulation or draw ion paths in real-time.

It also gives a more intuitive look and feel based on the operating system it is used

in, making it less confusing for a beginner to start using on his/her own computer.

Another really nice feature is the re-usability of the components, for instance with

other simulation tools still lacking a proper graphical user interface.

The most challenging part with developing this tool was the dependence between

the different panels. E.g. the layers and elstop panels need to know about the ma-

terial panel to create the simulation box and the electronic stopping files. When

pressing one button in one panel the state of some parameters in another is up-

dated, this behaviour can quickly get confusing for the user, if it isn’t working in

an intuitive way.

Things that could be improved in the future are; construction of multi layered

structures from some wizard and support for compounds in the material setup. A

tool for importing custom coords.in and elstop.in files right into the runtime

folder, and tools for removing unneeded files from the runtime environment, for

instance. The interface, however, can write all the needed parameters into the

params.in file, and unsupported/custom made files can be copied manually to

the runtime folder.
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Appendix A

MDRangeGUI User Manual

Can be found as a separate attachment.
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